
 

October 4, 2021 
 
Sarah Mavro 
sarahmavro@gmail.com 
 

Dear Sarah, 

 
Thank for contacting the Alberta Capital Airshed (ACA) for the ACA’s perspective on Clean It, Green 
It’s air monitoring plans. As we have not been in direct contact with Clean It, Green It, the following 
observations are based solely on the information available to the public on their website. 
 

1. The ACA believes that any composting facility in an urban setting should be monitored for 
Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S), as odours and health impacts, particularly for those with 
respiratory issues such as asthma, can be realized during continued exposure at low levels 
and brief exposures to higher levels can have more serious effects. As the local Airshed, we 
recommend to both the emitter and Alberta Environment and Parks that publicly accessible 
H2S monitoring be implemented as soon as possible.  

2. As for the use of technology, standard Federal Reference Methods (FRMs), which is a US 
EPA term, is required in Canada for regulatory approvals. This typically means a H2S 
analyzer housed within a monitoring station coupled with meteorological monitoring 
equipment. The operations and data management should adhere to Alberta’s Air 
Monitoring Directive (https://open.alberta.ca/publications/air-monitoring-directive-2016), 
which includes a requirement for monthly calibrations.  There are some alternate 
approaches, with newer, ‘next gen’ technologies available and being tested in Alberta, but 
they do not yet meet the standard for regulatory approvals.    

3. Fenceline monitoring is a good approach, if matched with meteorological monitoring (wind 
direction, wind speed, relative humidity, temperature), although ideally fenceline 
monitoring is augmented with larger radius monitoring to ensure all emissions are 
captured.  It is possible for emissions to leave a site, undetected or under-detected by 
fenceline monitoring, due to meteorological conditions.   

4. Fine particulate matter (PM2.5) monitoring should be retained. As a community, we need 
more, not less PM2.5 monitoring. It is a significant health hazard that can interact with other 
pollutants, carrying them further afield and further into receptor (human, animal, plant) 
respiratory systems.  

5. The Alberta Capital Airshed does not support an emitter monitoring air quality on their 
own, whereby the placement, equipment uptime, data management/reporting, etc. is 
dictated solely by the emitter without appropriate oversight. Even if an emitter uses an 
outside contractor which reports to the emitter, it erodes the trust and credibility of the 
resulting data. Responsible industry understands the benefit of a neutral, multi-stakeholder 
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3rd party organization (it’s why Alberta’s ‘Airshed’ model was created over 25 years ago).  As 
the local Airshed, we welcome any responsible emitter as a member with the proviso that 
they contribute toward a community monitoring station in the area, based upon the 
Alberta-wide recognized approach of ‘emitter-pay principle’ which charges membership 
fees based on emissions. Other emitters in that area could also be contributing, through 
Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act (EPA) approval clauses or voluntarily, which 
some emitters do across Alberta. In any industrial area, there is a variety of emissions that 
cumulatively affect the air quality; however, it sometimes falls upon the largest emitter(s) 
to pay for the monitoring as a cost of doing business. The nearest air monitoring station to 
your area of interest is ACA’s Woodcroft station, adjacent to the Telus World of Science. 
That station is impacted by several sources, but is paid for completely by Lehigh Cement.   

 

Should you require clarification or expansion on the above, please advise.   

 

Regards, 

 
Gary Redmond 
Executive Director 
Alberta Capital Airshed  
gredmond@capitalairshed.ca 
 


